Gospel of Matthew
7:6-11
Permission To Ask
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We have to take care of some unfinished business
from last week from vs. 6. If you remember, Jesus
told us that in an age embroiled in judgment, we
are not to follow suit and judge others. His age
was full of judgment also, but it was religious in
nature. The Pharisees were a sect of religious
zealots that judged everyone else, and especially
Jesus, by their own narrow definition of
righteousness. Our age’s affliction is secular in
nature with all kinds of extreme religious-like overtones but without the
religion. It is a ideology-driven movement – usually socialist or communist at
its core - that seeks to recruit those inclined toward narcissism – who are
incapable of introspection - of looking at themselves in judgment. This makes
it possible for them to point, judge, shame others while they do exactly the
same thing, and usually far worse. *For instance, the Antifa movement’s
calling everyone associated with a rival political party “fascists” while they
themselves are carrying baseball bats, scream at, threatening, pushing and
shoving, beating up, and in every way trying to intimidate their political and
ideological rivals; just like what every communist/fascist movement around
the world have done for a hundred years! They are almost exclusively the
only ones carrying on like this, yet they are incapable of seeing themselves and
their behavior for what it really is! They have wrapped themselves and their
ideology in their own acute sense of self-righteousness which then justifies such
bad behavior! They feel that they don’t have to look inward because they are
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doing good by judging and violently opposing all the evil “others”.

And then Jesus says we are not to judge others! This is a
hard saying, except for the fact that He then immediately
comes back with this statement in vs. 6. – “Do not give
DOGS what is sacred, and do not throw your pearls to
PIGS”
Now,.. hmmm,.. – how are we to
know that someone is a “pig” or
a “dog” if we are not allowed to
judge the attitude, the ideology,
the behavior that would classify them as a ruined and
incorrigible lowlifes (which these labels would indicate in
Jesus day)?! Jesus is telling us to save our breath on such
people - they will only mock, or try to use it against us.
So, the question is: how do we know which people to save
our breath on if we can’t judge them?! Well, we can’t!
We have to judge. So we conclude that the use of good
and accurate judgment and labeling is not against the rules
of Jesus. In fact it is absolutely called for.
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BUT, what Jesus is speaking against is for His
followers to go around with an attitude of
criticism – with a jaundiced eye – looking at
the world and everything and everyone in it
with narrow-eyed suspicion! It is ugly and
unbecoming a follower of Jesus, and it usually
is a mask that hypocrites hide behind – people
that do the same thing they criticize, just in different ways! Jesus is
not asking us to suspend our common sense, to turn off our powers
of assessment. He is just asking us to suspend hatred and the
tendency to despise. It is not that we do not WANT to give ALL
people our great pearl - the truth of Jesus. We ALWAYS wish we
could, and grieve when people make that impossible. But the sad
truth is that sometimes they do. But we grieve it, and the state of
this sorry world saddens us. Jesus - “Oh Jerusalem, Jerusalem.
How often I would have gathered you as a hen gathers her chicks
under her wings… BUT, you refused!”
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OK – enough of that. To make a long story short – watch your
attitude! Keep loving people, not resenting or hating.
Now we move on to our theme for
today. In this section of The Sermon
on the Mount, Jesus tells people that
heaven is open to them; that God acknowledges that as fallen
human beings we are in a perpetual state of need. We need this and
we need that, and we don’t have the means,.. so we ask the One
that can get us anything we need!
Our needs boil down to 4 basic categories.
~Physical - food/shelter/transportation, healing, safety, strength.
~Mental/emotional – comfort, peace, security, safety, freedom
from a host of bad/destructive/debilitating emotions, or from
habitual sin or addiction, or from some very bad memories!
~Spiritual - help, wisdom, protection, power, courage.
~Circumstantial – Divine intervention to change what we cannot.
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Vs. 9-11 - About these needs Jesus gives permission to ask
God, and guarantees an answer.
1- ask - receive
2- seek - find
3- knock - gain entrance
This is an illustration of the intentions of God
toward humankind. In a sometimes cruel
world
and an impersonal earth, we tend to blame God
for our tragedies and our losses. Bad theology
has sabotaged many a person’s spiritual journey.
Nothing could be more unjust. Jesus compares God to an
earthly father, only better - “You, though you are evil”.
He acknowledges the deficiencies of the office of
fatherhood because it is occupied by fallen men - sinscarred, sometimes clueless, and deeply flawed. But
thank God, He is not like men, and Jesus guarantees that
He is good, and not mixed with bad or destructive things!
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This answers the erroneous
assertion of Christians and
the
accusation of unbelievers
that
God doesn’t always have
to have
good intentions toward
us,
because He is God and He
can
do as He pleases. It is the
suspicion that God behaves
cruelly, fluctuating between doing good and causing harm,
or acting only according to His own self-interest, as an
earthly king would usually do. But, as Jesus points out,
IF He is a good Father He will always have good
intentions – and He is the best of all Fathers! He doesn’t
have the past baggage, the sin nature, the ignorance, the
damaged and inconsistent judgment that all earthly fathers
would possess to varying degrees!
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Vs. 12
“You shall not” – Moses – obedience driven by fear
“You shall” – Jesus - obedience driven by love
~~~~~Traits of loving behavior toward others~~~~~~
Truthfulness, integrity, kindness, mercy, patience,
empathy, loyalty, joyfulness, generosity, and
forgiveness
This is obviously based upon the character of God.
Jesus is telling us to become more like our Heavenly
Father. He treats people a lot better than we obviously
have treated each other, so take a lesson from Him and
treat people with love, kindness, and patience as He does.
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So, this begs the question of why - if God really sees
and cares for His people like a father – why do bad
things still happen to God’s people?! The only answer
I know is that if He rescued us from all the troubles and
problems of living on earth, people would flock to Him,
but only for what they could get from Him, not for love
of Him! He would be the great Oz,.. or Santa Claus!
We would never have to go through the usually painful
exercise of growing!
Plus, there is one other factor. The people of earth are
caught in the middle of an ongoing war in the heavenly realms. In this
long-standing conflict there are rules of engagement that even God
follows. Often it appears that His hands are tied. A strong biblical case
could be build for the idea that, like Job, loyalty and love for God must,
at least at times be proven before the eyes of heaven and even hell,
sometimes even unto death.
~“Though He slay me…” Job 13:15
~“… since we are surrounded by such a great crowd of witnesses...”
Heb. 12:1
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I heard a preacher say once that God
does not want, and perhaps cannot, take
us out of certain troubles and sorrows,
because His hands are tied like they were
with Job. But He certainly wants to
accompany us through that valley of the
shadow! Do not think this then makes
Him powerless! Don’t even go there!
We who have lived with Him for awhile
know better! There is nothing as
encouraging and strengthening as
knowing we are not alone, but that our
God walks with us every step! Ask the
ones that have experienced this in the
midst of their trials and tribulations! We
know and we’ve seen too much to really
believe that God does not/or doesn’t care
to intervene - even though our mind goes there sometimes.
It is just that there are forces at work that we have no knowledge or understanding
of – forces that we are perhaps not even capable of understanding - so we leave it
in God’s hands and trust Him no matter the outcome! He will explain one day, and
He will make it right. We can take that to the bank! So in the meantime, we relax
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and maintain a steady hope and trust in Him!

